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ABSTRACT 
Ordinary labels on museum or gallery objects compromise the competing demands of differing visitors, curators 
and educators. Although adaptive hypermedia systems offer a degree of personalization to the visitor, they do not 
go as far as they might. Intelligent labeling can achieve higher levels of personalization, and this is desirable 
because it leads to a more coherent and educational visit, and because the overall interaction with the hypermedia 
resource becomes more like an active conversation, and less like reading a static book. We use natural language 
generation techniques, from the field of artificial intelligence, to generate personalized labels on demand. Our 
system can deliver these labels as Web pages, in an electronic gallery, or as synthesized speech in a physical 
gallery. We discuss aspects of coherence and conversationality, and illustrate them with a simple case. 
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Ordinary labels on museum or gallery objects rep- 
resent a compromise between the competing de- 
mands of differing visitors, curators and educators. 
There are various ways of tailoring them more ef- 
fectively to different classes of visitor; for example, 
currently available audio guides can be configured 
to deliver information expressed as captured speech, 
pre-recorded at varying levels of detail. 

An analogue of this technique can be adopted in 
hypermedia galleries, too, by confining a user to a 
sub-part of a larger hypermedia system. This is, ef- 
fectively, what most current approaches to 'adap- 
tive' hypermedia must do (cf. Brusilovsky [1996] 
for a good survey of such approaches). 

Obviously, this is a step in the right direction, in 
that descriptions of museum artifacts are targeted 
more directly at their intended readers. But there 
are drawbacks: many (often near-identical) texts 
have to be authored in parallel, for the different user 
groups. Doing this properly will drive up the cost 
of the system; failing to do it properly will lead to 
only coarse personalization of the visit. A still more 
serious drawback, however, is that most approaches 
to adaptive hypermedia cannot actually take into 
account what else the system has already presented 
to the visitor (cf. Mathe and Chen [1994]). That is, 
although the system might have a model of who it 
is talking to, it has no model of what it's already 
told them. Because of this, the system's presentation 
cannot really be tailored to an individual's history 

of interaction with the system: the hypermedia ex- 
perience will not be genuinely personalized. 

Personalization is not merely a luxury: there is at 
least two good reasons to prefer it, hinging on the 
issues of coherence and conversation. The rest of 
this paper outlines these two reasons in a little more 
detail, after introducing the methods and system we 
have been developing a t  the University of 
Edinburgh, in collaboration with the National Mu- 
seums of Scotland. With the arguments in favor of 
personalization in hand, we look at a simple case 
which allows us to say in a little more detail how 
our system achieves an appropriate degree of tai- 
loring. We then mention some current (and future) 
related work, and conclude that the prospects for 
genuine personalization-both in galleries, and on 
screens-are good. 

We have been working on an approach, which is 
related to  adaptive hypermedia, but uses somewhat 
different techniques to dynamically synthesize per- 
sonalized, educationally-slanted museum commen- 
taries. These can take into account: who the visitor 
is; where they've already been; what they've seen; 
and what the curator believes they really ought to 
know about the gallery they're in now. With the 
National Museums of Scotland, we have been de- 
veloping the Intelligent Labeling Explorer (ILEX), 
an opportunistic natural language generation sys- 
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tem, which uses techniques and tools developed 
within natural language processing, a sub-field of 
artificial intelligence. 

An early version of the system, and its overall ar- 
chitecture, has been described for a museums audi- 
ence by Hitzeman, Mellish and Oberlander [1997], 
and a more specific discussion of recent develop- 
ments, directed at computational linguists, can be 
found in Knott, O'Donnell, Oberlander and Mellish 
[1997]. 

For current purposes, it suffices to note that ILEX 
exploits a knowledge base, a user model, a discourse 
history and a system agenda to generate personal- 
ized descriptions of artifacts in a gallery. The knowl- 
edge base is populated partly by importing and con- 
verting records from the Museum's existing data- 
base, and partly by eliciting further curator knowl- 
edge through interview. Once populated, the auto- 
matic generation system takes over, and the sim- 
plest version of the system then outputs, on demand, 
dynamically built HTML pages, for Web browsing. 
Figure 1 is a snapshot of the entry screen to the Web 
version. 

The same main generator core can be interfaced to 
a speech synthesis system. Instead of delivering 
HTML, the system outputs text marked up in STML, 
a mark-up language for speech synthesis, and this 
can be used by any STML-aware synthesizer (Tay- 
lor and Isard [1997]). We use Festival, developed 
by colleagues at the University of Edinburgh. With 
this change, descriptions can be delivered direct to 
visitors in a gallery, using digital cordless phones. 
Thus, while an 'electronic' visitor browses Web 
pages, and selects objects for description by click- 
ing on links, the 'physical' visitor browses a real 
gallery, and selects objects for description by key- 
ing numerical codes on the cordless handset. Thus, 
the output device in the second version of the sys- 
tem superficially resembles an audio guide wand. 

3.1 COHERENCE IS GOOD 
Knowing what has already been said in an interac- 
tion with a visitor allows a system to produce much 
more coherent descriptions: comments that links the 
current object to ones already seen, and to impor- 
tant messages about the gallery as a whole. 

Obviously, coherence works at a number of levels. 
At the micro-level, text tends to be incoherent if, 
for example, its author keeps using a long descrip- 
tion to refer to some entity (such as an artifact's 
designer), instead of using pronouns for subsequent 
references.' However, at larger scales, coherence 
arises from the effectiveness with which individual 
pieces of information are related to one another, and 
in particular, to the 'higher-level' knowledge that 
helps one understand the overall structure of some 
field. 

If a system fails to produce descriptions that ensure 
this kind of coherence, then it will tend to output 
strings of apparently unrelated facts. These will then 
be relatively hard to recall. By contrast, relating par- 
ticular facts to generalizations will tend to make it 
easier for people to remember to relevant points. 
Choosing which generalizations to use, and when, 
requires personal information about the visitor: both 
their general type (childladult, experthovice), the 
type of their visit (causaYeducationa1, quicklex- 
tended), and also, more specifically, which indi- 
vidual facts and generalizations they've already been 
exposed to, or can otherwise be assumed to know. 

3.2   ON VERSA TI ON IS NATURAL 
A more general argument in favor of personaliza- 
tion of descriptions runs as follows. There is per- 
suasive evidence that people tend to treat comput- 
ers in the same way as they treat people (cf. Reeves 
and Nass [1996]). For example, if a computer uses 
polite language in its help messages, people (un- 
consciously) judge it to be more cooperative than 
otherwise-just as they would judge a person. Or, 
if a system uses language which is associated with 
a character trait which matches that of its user, the 
user will like the system more than otherwise. For 
instance, if the system uses language which is asso- 
ciated with dominance (for example, by avoiding 
hedge expressions like perhaps, and could), then 
dominant users will like the system more, and sub- 
missive users will like it less. 

It has been argued that what this body of research 
shows is that people cannot help responding to com- 
puters in the same ways they respond to people. 
Thus, good design must take this expectation into 
account. 



Figure I :  Intelligent Labeling Explorer. Entry screen to the 20th Century Jewelry Gallery demonstration. 

Now, consider a visi tor in terac t ing with a 
hypermedia system. They visit a page about a neck- 
lace, then go to another, about a brooch, and then 
return to the first page again. What should the sys- 
tem do? Current design lore is that, to avoid the visi- 
tor getting 'lost in hyperspace', the system should 
treat pages just like pages from a book: everything 
should be repeated, all over again. But what do 
people really expect in an interaction with an intel- 
ligent system? It's true that they usually have some 
experience with static, unchanging books. But they 
have even more experience with talking t o  people. 

Suppose I walk from one object to another, and back 
again, with a human curator commenting on the 
objects. Would they repeat everything they said 
about the first object, on the previous visit, all over 
again? Surely not. 

Thus, while people expect books to be unchanging, 
they expect people-and hence perhaps also 
hypermedia systems-to change what they say from 
time to time. To do this properly, a system must take 
into account the history of the previous interaction 
with the user: once again, it must personalize its 
descriptions. 



4. COHERENCE AND CONVERSATION IN ILEX 

The abilities to generate coherent objects descrip- 
tions, and to do so in a conversationally natural fash- 
ion, are therefore very important. In this section, 
we discuss these issues in more detail, and in the 
next section, we sum up by discussing a simple case, 
which concisely illustrates the consequences of co- 
herence and conversational behavior. 

4.1 COHERENCE IN ILEX 
Consider the following three alternative ILEX texts, 
each of which describes the same necklace: 

1. This necklace is in the arts-and-crafts style. It is 
made of silver, amethysts and pearls. It has very 
elaborate festoons. It has faceted stones. 

2. This necklace is in the arts-and-crafts style. It is 
made of silver, amethysts and pearls. Arts-and- 
crafts jewels tend to be intricately worked; for 
instance, this piece has very elaborate festoons. 
Arts-and-crafts jewels also tend to have cabochon 
stones. However, this piece has faceted stones. 

3. This necklace is in the arts-and-crafts style and 
is made of silver, amethysts and pearls. It has very 
elaborate festoons and faceted stones. 

Obviously, neither (1) nor (2) is ideal, since aggre- 
gation of sentences could improve them (by the join- 
ing together of information that here is presented 
in separate sentences), and the need to establish 
higher-level coherence might also require 
definitions for terms like festoons and cabochon 
stones. (2) is preferable for at least two reasons: 
Firstly, (2) contains more information than (1): it 
informs about the class of arts-and-crafts jewels as 
well as about the particular jewel being described. 
This is likely to be the sort of material that the 
museum curator is really trying to get across. Sec- 
ondly, this additional material allows a greater 
degree of cohesion in (2) than is possible in (1). (2) 
is the kind of text ILEX can produce, and the use of 
generalizations in it helps, in part because without 
them, the propositions describing the properties of 
the selected jewel do not in fact stand in obvious 
relationships to each other. Indeed, exploiting ag- 
gregation in (1) as its stands would tend to be 
actively misleading-as in (3). 

To generate text like (2), ILEX's content selection 
algorithm collects all the simple facts involving the 
selected jewel. For each fact, a search is made of the 
generalizations which can be expressed in connec- 
tion with these facts. For a generalization to be ex- 
pressible, the general class it relates to must be in- 
troduced by a simple fact (here, This necklace is in 
the arts-and-craps sv le ) ;  this prevents the expres- 
sion of the rule from acting as an unexpected topic- 
shift. The introducing fact is then linked to the gen- 
eralization (here, Arts-and-craps jewels tend to be 
intricately worked) via a discourse coherence rela- 
tion of Definition. The generalization is then linked 
back to another simple fact about the jewel, by an 
appropriate discourse coherence relation. Here, with 
for instance, this piece has very elaborate festoons, 
it is Exemplification, since the next fact accords with 
the rule. Note that facts about an individual jewel 
can also conflict with a generalization, in which case 
they are linked to the generalization by the relation 
of Concession signaled by however, as illustrated in 
the final two sentences of (2). Other aspects of (2), 
and the wider use of generalizations to improve 
textual coherence, are discussed in Knott, O'Donnell, 
Oberlander and Mellish [1997]. 

4.2 CONVERSATION IN ILEX 
First, in a real conversation or dialogue between two 
human participants, we can usually assume that the 
other party is listening to what we are saying, and 
asking questions when they don't understand what 
has been said.2 The situation is somewhat different 
in hypermedia systems, such as the World Wide Web: 
it is obvious that people do not read Web pages from 
beginning to end. Rather, they skip around, skim a 
page, and scan the material to see if there is 
something of interest. This suggests that, in 
generating text for the Web, we should assume that 
visitors are skimmers rather than good listeners. 

The obvious engineering solution is to keep pages 
short: this should increase the probability that indi- 
vidual words are read. Indeed, keeping it short is 
probably even more important in the speech-deliv- 
ery version of our system: however good the speech 
synthesis, people don't want to stand around listen- 
ing to paragraphs of speech; it is more forgiving to 
deliver short segments, and leave it up to the user to 
request more, if they want it. 
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Figure 2: First Visit to the Flockinger Necklace 
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Figure 2: Second Visit to the Flockinger Necklace (after and excursion to a brooch by Page) 
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Secondly, real conversations only go forwards. 
Hypermedia navigation facilities, however, allow us 
to go backwards. This raises the question of what 
should happen when the user asks a second time for 
a description of some entity. In a system like ILEX, 
this corresponds to re-accomplishing a goal that has 
already been accomplished; and so the system has 
two choices, which we term Restatement and Rep- 
etition. In restatement, the reposting of a goal leads 
to a new realization of the content, where the interim 
discourse history-all the things that have been said 
between the first realization of this goal and the 
second realization-makes a difference. In the case 
of repetition, we have what amounts to a request 
for verbatim re-realization, so that the interim 
discourse history is effectively ignored for this 
realization. Which is the best strategy? This is not 
clear: on the one hand, designers thinks that users 
expect things to be pretty much as they were last 
time they saw them, thus favoring repetition; on the 
other hand, restatement is closer to what happens in 
'real' conversation. We thus prefer the latter option 
at present. 

We have tried to build ILEX so that it exhibits co- 
herence, and conversational behavior in some mea- 
sure. To see a specific illustration of these proper- 
ties, let us consider two descriptions of one object, 
generated by the Web version of ILEX, reproduced 
in Figures 2 and 3. 

The second description (in Figure 3) exhibits sev- 
eral kinds of coherence: it uses pronouns correctly; 
and it refers back to Page's brooch, which was vis- 
ited in the interim. Most importantly, for the current 
discussion, the second description introduces gen- 
eralizations relating to Organic-style jewelry, and 
relates various features of the object to these gener- 
alizations. Thus, specific facts are related to a larger- 
scale knowledge structure. The curator's own edu- 
cational goals are thus more likely to be achieved, 
than by simply listing the facts linked together here. 

In addition, the difference between Figure 2 and 
Figure 3 exhibits the conversational nature of ILEX. 
Firstly, both descriptions are short-certainly, 
shorter than a single, more comprehensive descrip- 
tion would have been. They are thus more likely to 
be read in their entirety. Secondly, different things 
are discussed on the two occasions of visiting the 

same necklace. It should be observed, of course, that 
the decision to discuss generalizations only on the 
second visit may not be ideal-but it was taken 
automatically by ILEX, which ranked the relevant 
facts by their user-interest and educational-impor- 
tance of the relevant facts, before delivering the fin- 
ished pages. 

Obviously, there is other work connected to our own. 
To pick two examples: first, in museums, we see 
the closest related work as being that pursued by 
Stock's group at IRST(Not et al. [1997]). Secondly, 
and more generally, the work on dynamic encyclo- 
pedia descriptions, by Milosavljevic and Dale, at 
Macquarie, takes a similar line to our own. We are 
now collaborating with both groups, and with IRST 
and other partners, we are embarking on a new Eu- 
ropean project, on Hyper Interaction in Physical 
Spaces. 

Closer to home, our next steps will involve comple- 
tion of an initial speech-output version of our sys- 
tem, and comparative field-evaluation of a fully 
functional ILEX, and a 'de-personalized' version. 
Currently, a number of small demonstration versions 
are still available on the Web.3 

Museum educationalists can use the objects in their 
collections as evidence for the main educational 
points they wish to communicate. Thus, describing 
a particular object is not simply a recital of the set 
of true statements about the object. Rather, the de- 
scription will relate facts about the object to gener- 
alizations in the domain-and to misconceptions 
that the visitor may be assumed to possess. So, per- 
sonalized descriptions help to sustain arguments, by 
supporting examples, contrasts, exceptions, defea- 
sible and indefeasible generalizations. Our system 
is designed to emulate this behavior, and it makes 
for a coherent, smoother tour than is otherwise pos- 
sible. 

Secondly, and more simply, people treat computers 
the same way they treat people. Thus, while 
hypermedia systems can be thought of as fancy 
books, they can also be thought of conversational 
partners. Our system aims to be conversational, 
rather than bookish. 
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